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Let B(R) be the Braucr group of the integrally closed noetherian domain R with quo- 
tient field K. WC reexamine the proof that B(R) + B(K) is manic for R regular from the 
point of view of factoriality of R and its extensions. For R local with maximal ideal m, 
henselizapn Rh and divisor class group Cl(R) WC embed ker {B(R) + B(K) @ B(R/M)} 
into Cl(R )/Cl(R). This is applied to obtain examples of non-regular geometric local domains R 
for which f?(R) --t B(K) is manic. 
0. Introduction 
Let R be a noetherian integrally closed domain with quotient field K, and let 
i : B(R) +B(K) be the induced map of Brauer groups. M. Auslander and 0. Goldman 
proved that if R is regular, then i is a monomorphism [3, Theorem 7.21. In [ 11, 
Auslander gave a proof of this result which depended on knowing that a regular 
local ring R is “universally factorial” in the sense that every Galois extension of R 
is locally factorial. The aim of this paper is to emphasize the relationship between 
the map i and questions of factoriality. 
in Theorem 1.3 we reprove Auslander and Goldman’s result, giving a self-con- 
tained proof which emphasizes the role of factoriality. As a corollary we obtain in 
an elementary fashion a result which was crucial in the proof given in [3], and 
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whose proof in [2] involved substantial homological machinery. An almost imme- 
diate consequence of.our methods is a sequence of Auslander [1 ] which describes 
the kernel of i. We reprove these results here not only to make our presentation 
self-contained and to avoid burdening the reader with the task of extracting the 
arguments needed fro,m the sheaf-theoretic context of [ 11, but also to simplify even 
the ring-theoretic arguments used in [ 11. 
In the rest of this paper we apply a consequence of Auslander’s sequence to des- 
cribe situations where factoriality of R is intimately related to the map i. We show, 
in Corollary 1.8, that if R is a noetherian integrally closed local domain with strict 
henselization S, then the kernel of i embeds in Cl(S)/Cl(R), where Cl denotes the 
divisor class group. We apply this result to obtain a number of examples of non-regular 
geometric local domains R for which the map B(R) + B(K) is one- one. 
A number of the results in this paper respond to unproved assertions and open 
questions of [8]. 
1. The may B(S/R) + B(K) 
Lemma 1.1 and 1.2 are used several times, and are stated for convenience. Lemma 
1.2 generalizes and contains a simplified proof of a result of Auslander and Goldman 
[ 3, Proposition 4.61. 
1.1. Lemma. Let R be a commutative ring, S a commutative R-algebra which is R-jlat, 
M a finitely presented R-module, N any R-module and Q1, Q-J projective S-modules 
of finite type. Then: 
(a) The natural map 
Horn&, Q2) @R HomR(M, N) + Homs(&, * M Q2 @n? 
is an isomorphism. 
(b) If M and its R-dual are finitely presented and rejlexive, then so are S @R M 
and its S-dual (over S). 
Proof. See [S, Lemma 2.5, p. 901 for (a); (b) follows from (a). 0 
1.2. Lemma. Let R be a commutative ring such that for each maximal ideal m, every 
principal ideal in R, is contained in a height one prime of R,,. Let A be an R-algebra 
with center R, which is a projective R-module of finite type, and assume A, is an 
Azumaya R,-algebra for every prime p of height 1 in R. Then A is an Azumaya R- 
algebra. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the map @A : A @R A0 -+ EndR(A) is an isomorphism, 
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or, equivalently, that (@A),n is an isomorphism for each maximal ideal m of R. By 
Lemma 1.1, this is equivalent o showing that em = @A, is an isomorphism for each 
m. But A, is R,-free, hence @m is an R,-homomorphism between two free R,- 
modules of the same rank. View ar = #m as an endomorphism of a free R,-module 
of rank [Am : R,] 2. The hypothesis on A implies that ap, is an isomorphism for p 
of height 1 in R m; thus det(olp) is a unit in R, for each p af height 1 in R,,. The 
hypothesis on R implies that det(@,) is a unit in R,,, for each m. Cl 
1.3. Theorem. Let R be an integrally closed noe therian domain with quo tierr tjkId 
K. Let S be a commutative R-algebra which is a faithfully flat R-module arld such 
that Sm is a factorial domain for each maximal ideal m of S. Then B(S/R ) -+ H(K) 
is manic. 
hoof. Let A be an Azumaya R-algebra such that [K @R A] is trivial in R(K); let 
K @R A = EndK(u, V a finite-dimensional K-space with basis ul, . . . . u,, . We first 
show that A = End,(M), with Iw a reflexive R-module of finite type. Let F be the 
free R-module generated by the Ui. Then G = AF is an R-module of finite type 
such that AC C G, i.e., A C End,(G). Let A4 = n Gp, p ranging over all primes in R 
of height 1. M is reflexive; in fact M = G ** 16, V11.4.2, Corollary to Theorem 11, 
hence M is of finite type. We have natural inclusions 
A C EndR(G) C EndR(M) E End#‘) 
since M contains a K-basis of V. Now A is a maximal R-order in K @R A [3, Propo- 
sition 7.11, and End,(M) is an R-order in EndK(o (by the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem), hence A = EndR(M). 
We wish to show that M is faithfully projective. Since S is faithfully flat, it suf- 
fices to show that S aR M is faithfully projective [6,1.3.6, Proposition 121. By 
Lemma 1.1 S @R M is S-reflexive, and End,(S aR M) * S BR A. if A is in B(S/R), 
then EndS(S + M) m Ends(Q) as S-algebras, with Q faithfully projective over S. 
We may reduce to the case where S is a local factorial domain by recalling the hypo- 
thesis on S and noting that if Sm @R M is S,-free for each maximal ideal nz of S, it 
is free of rank [K @R M : K] (look at S, @R K @R M); then S @R M is S-free 16, 
11.5.3, Theorem 21. The isomorphism EndS(S @R M) z Ends(Q) implies that 
S @R M a Q @s N for some S-module N which is finitely presented and whose R- 
dual is finitely presented (this follows from the Morita theorems [S, p. 67, Proposi- 
tion 5.61). It follows from Lemma 1 .l that the natural maps 
a : (Q GD s N)“” + (9” @s Iv*)*, p : Q** @s N** -+ (Q* 8s N”)” 
are isomorphisms (Q* = Homs(Q, S)). Letting QN : N -+ Iv** be the natural map, 
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the commutative diagram 
Q QPSN- 
1 @ qN 
tQ ct+N** 
7”Q @ N I I qQ@' 1 
tQ @s N)** ~1 (Q" @s N*)* + p Q"" as N”” 
shows that IQ @?& is an isomorphism, since Q @S N e SQD M, the latter being a 
reflexive S-module. Since Q is a faithfully projective S-module, it is faithfully flat, 
hence ??N is an isomorphism, i.e., N is S-reflexive. But N has rank 1 since 
Ends(S aR M) z Ends(Q). Then N is isomorphic to an ideal I of S. It is well-known 
that a reflexive ideal in a noetherian local factorial domain, being unmixed of height 
1, is principal. Since S need not be noetherian, and for the sake of completeness 
and simplicity we give a short elementary proof that I is principal. 
Let IA be the quotient field of S. I* may be identified with 
I-‘=(aEl, IaICS) 
via the correspondence f’ I-+&)X- ’ (x # 0). Since I is reflexive, (I- ‘)--l = 1. Now 
for J any fractional ideal in L, .I-- 1 = no +txEJ Sx-’ hence I = n Sx-‘, the intersec- 
tion being taken over 0 #x in I--.! For x in P-l write x-l = u(x)u(x)-‘, with u(x), 
u(x) relatively prime in the factorial ring S. For y in I, 
J’ = sx-1 = SZI(X) u(x)- I; 
hence y is iin Su(x). Thus 
I c n G(x) g n sx--* =I, 
hence I = f”L%, where u ranges over a set of elements in S. Such an intersection is 
principal for S factorial, and I is then S-free. 0 
1.4. Corollary. Let R be a regular dornaiu, i.e., for each maximal ideal m of R, Rm 
is a twetheriarz domailz of finite global dimension. Suppose M and M* are finitely 
prescrz ted reflexive R-modules, and EndR (M) is R-projective. Then M is R-projec- 
tive. 
Proof. We may assume R is a regular local ring, since by Lemma 1.1 the hypotheses 
on M with respect to R hold for Mm with respect o R,, and since, if M,, is pro- 
jective, its rank is the constant [K @R M : M]. 
Let A = EndR(M). We note that A has center R: for any element of center (A) is 
in 
K = center(K@ A) = center(End#@ M)), 
and any element of EndR(M) is integral over R by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. 
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But R is a factorial domain, hence integrally closed in K. Thus center(A) = R. Using 
Lemmas 1 .I and 1.2, and the fact that over the principal ideal domain R, (for p of 
height 1 j, any reflexive module of finite type is free, we conclude that A is an 
Azumaya R-algebra. Since R is local, A admits a splitting ring S which is a free R- 
module of finite type and a separable commutative R-algebra [3, Theorem 6.31. S 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3: R has finite global dimension, hence S 
does as well, for separability of S over R implies that any R-projective S-module is 
S-projective, whereas any S-projective module is clearly R-projective. Thus 5’1, has 
fiiite global dimension for each maximal ideal nl of S, and is clearly noetherian, 
hence regular. Since A = End,@), A is in the kernel of B(R) + B(K), hence is 
trivial in B(R) by Theorem 1.3. Thus EndR (M) e EndR(Pj with P faithfully pro- 
jective over R. ThenM e P QP~ N with N of rank 1, hence isomorphic to R since 
R is local. Thus M -I? 0 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 can be used to give, without much 
extra effort, a proof of the exactness of a sequence which describes precisely the 
kernel of the map i from B(R) to B(K). We assume that R is a noetherian integrally 
closed domain. If M is an R-module, M* denotes HomR (M, Rj. 
Recall that Cl(R), the divisor class group of R, is the group of isomorphism 
classes of rank 1 reflexive R-modules of finite type, with multiplication given by 
[I] [J] = [(I QR J)**]. Pic(Rj is the subgroup of those [I] for which I is projective. 
Let Ref(R) be the monoid of isomorphism classes of reflexive R-modules M of 
finite type for which EndR(M) is projective. The multiplication is given by 
[M] [N] = [(Ma IV)**]. Proj(Rj consists of those [M] for which M is projective. 
That Ref(R j is closed under multiplication is proved as follows. Let [Ml, [N] 
be in Ref(R). We have a natural map 
0 : A = EndR(M) @ End&V) + EndR(M @R N) c End~((~ @R w**) - 
which is an isomorphism at every height 1 prime. Now A is an Azumaya R-algebra 
by Lemma 1.2, hence R-projective, so the image 6(A), which is an R-suborder of 
EndR((M @R N)“*), is an Azumaya R-algebra, hence a maximal R-order. Thus 
8(A) = EndR(M @R N) = EndR((M @R A?**) 
is R-projective, and [M] [IV] is in Ref(Rj. 
That Ref(R)/Proj(Rj is a group is proved as follows. There is a natural map 
given by pcf@ m)(n) =f(njm. At each height one prime p of R, Mp is free of finite 
rank, hence +, is an isomorphism. Thus p induces an isomorphism from (M* @R Mj** 
to End,(M) **. Since End,(M) is projective, 
End, (M)* * = EndR (nr), 
so [M*] [M] is in Proj(Rj. (See [6, VII.41 for more details.) 
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1.5. Theorem (Auslander). Let R be a noetherian integrally closed domain with quo- 
tient field K. The sequence 
0 + Cl(R)/Pic(R) ---% Ref(R)/Proj(R) -&B(R) &B(K), 
is exact, where 
Proof. It is clear that Q is a well-defined one-one homomorphism. That 0 is a well- 
defined homomorphism is immediate from what we did above. That 7 0 /3 = 0 and 
00 a! = 0 is clear. The proof of the exactness at B(R) is the same as the first para- 
graph of the proof of Theorem 1.3. The exactness at Ref(R)/Proj(R) is immediate 
from the argument in the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1.3. Cl 
The next result is an application of Theorem 1.5 which, having Theorem 1.3 as 
a key ingredient, also yields Theorem 1.3 as an immediate consequence. 
1.6. Theorem. Let R be a noetherian integrally closed domain with quotient field K, 
and S an R-algebra which is a faithfully jla t R-module and a noe therian in tegraly 
closed domain. Then there is a one-one homomorphism 
ker(B(R) + B(K) @ B(S)) + Coker(CI(R)/Pic(R) + Cl(S)/Pic(S)) 
Proof. Let L be the quotient field of S. Applying Theorem 1.5 over R and over S 
gives a diagram 
0 + Cl(R)/Pic(R) + Ref(R)/Proj(R) + B(K,fR) + 0 
0 * i 1 i 1 1 
0 + Cl(S)/ Pit(S) + Ref(S) / Proj(S) + B(L/S) + 0 
which exact rows, where the vertical maps are obtained by tensoring over R with S. 
It is quickly verified that the diagram is commutative. The theorem follows by ob- 
serving that since S is faithfully flat over R, i and j are monomorphisms, and then 
applying the snake lemma 16, I. 1.4, Proposition 1 ] . 0 
Suppose S is a Galois extension of R with group G (see [7, Definition 1.41. If 5’ 
contains no nontrivial idempotents, and R is a noetherian integrally closed domain, 
then S is a noetherian integrally closed domain [ 10, Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.31. 
The group G acts on Cl(S), Pit(S), etc., in an obvious way, rendering the exact se- 
quence 
0 + Cl(S)/Pic(S) + Ref(S)/Proj(S) + B(L/S) + 0 
into a sequence of G-homomorphisms. With this in mind we obtain an exact se- 
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quence which, in the special case when Pit(S) = 0, specializes to part of an exact 
sequence given by Rim [ 13, Corollary 11. 
1.7. Corollary. Let R be a noetherian integrally closed domain. Let S be a connected 
Galois extension of R with group G. Then there exists an exact sequence 
0 + Cl(S)‘/Cl(R) l Pit(S)’ + B(S/R) + B(K). 
Proof. We may apply the functor ( )’ to the diagram (*) in the proof of Theorem 
1.6. Since ( )G is left exact, the hypotheses of the snake lemma hold. Since i and j
are manic, we have an exact sequence 
0 + ker(B(R) + B(K) @B(S)) + coker(iG) + coker(jG), 
coker(i’) = Cl(S)‘/Cl(R) l Sic(S)‘, 
cokei = Ref(S)‘/Ref(R) l Proj(S)‘. 
We shall show that the map from coker(iG) to cokerGG) is the zero map. Lt [I] re- 
present an element of Cl(S)G/Cl(R) l Pic(S)G. Then cl= I for each (J in G. J&t 
Then 
iwarn =I c+sn 
and &I is a D(S, G)-module where D(S, G) is the crossed product O$ Su, with 
trivial factor set. Let N = MC. Since S is a Galois extension of R with group G, the 
natural map IV@ S +M, given by n QD s + ns, is an isomorphism [7, Theorem 1.31. 
Since I is S-reflexive, so is M, hence N is R-reflexive by Lemma 1.1 and the faithful 
flatness of S. Thus I @S Sn m 
Ref(S)G/Ref(R) l Proj(S)G. 
N @R S and I gives rise to the trivial element in 
For our next corollary, and for the applications in 2, we shall need the notions 
of the henselization Rh and the strict henselization RhS of a local ring R. The con- 
structions of Rh and RhS are carried out in [ 12, pp. 86-87,89-931. Suppose R is 
a noetherian integrally closed local domain with maximal ideal m. It follows from 
[ 12, Corollaire 1, p. 99, Theo&me 3, p. 941 (by examining the construction of Rh 
and Rhs) that Rh and RhS are noetherian integrally closed local domains which are 
faithfully flat R-modules. In particular, C1(Rh) and C1(RhS) are defined. If the re- 
spective maximal ideals of Rh and RhS are mh and mhs, then R/m = Rh/mh and 
R*/msh is the separable closure of R/m. Cl 
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1.8. Corollary. Let R be a noetherian integrally closed local domain with quotient 
field K. Then there are embeddings 
ker(B(R) + B(K) @ B(R/m)) c C1(Rh)/Cl(R), 
ker(B(R) + B(K)) C Cl(R”‘)/Cl(R). - 
Proof. We note that B(Rh) = B(R/ti) and B(Rh”) = 0. For Rh and RhS are henselian, 
hence by [4, Theorem 3.11, 
B(Rh) = B(R/m), B(Rhs) = B(RhS/mR”) .
The latter group is trivial since R*ls/mhs is separably closed. Since R, Rh and RhS 
are local, we have 
Pit(R) = Pic(Rh) = Pic(Rhs) = 0 
Cl(R) c Cl(Rh), - Cl(R) 5 Cl(Rhs) 
(since Rh and R hs are faithfully flat over R). The corollary is now an obvious conse- 
quence of Theorem 1.6. Cl 
1.9. Remark. Let R be a noetherian integrally closed local domain with maximal 
ideal m, and let R be its m-adic completion. R is a noetherian local ring as well as 
a f$thfully flat R-module, and @l^i2 =R/m (see [6,111.2.12, Proposition IS]). Also, 
B(R) = B(&) (see [3, Corollary 6.21). The obstacle to applying Theorem 1.6 
with S = R is that R need not be integrally closed. However, there are classes of geo- 
metrically interesting rings for which this is true. Among these analytically normal 
rings are the so-called excellent rings (see [9, p. 123 ff.]). For R an analytically 
normal noetherian local ring, Theorem 16 implies that if B(R/m) = 0 and Cl(R) = 
Cl@), then B(R) + B(K) is one-one. For some of our examples the condition 
Cl(R) = 0 is equivalent to C1(Rh) = 0. 
2. Examples 
We are interested in non-regular R for which the kernel of B(R) to B(K) can be 
described. We begin with a simple application of Theorem 1. 
2.1. Example. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2,3 or 5. 
Let A = F[X y, 21 (x y z), and let (x, fl be units in A. Let R = A/(X* + <xY3 +@). 
By [ 11, Theorem 25. i ] ; R and Rh are factorial. Hence B(Rh) = 0, and by Theorem 
1.3, B(R) + B(K) is msnic, even though R is not regular. According to [ 11, Remark 
25.4 there are similar examples in characteristic 2,3 and 5. These examples are 
unique, in that any such two-dimensional normal ocal ring with algebraically closed 
residue field has completion isomorphic to that of R (see [ 11, Theorem 25.11). 
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Our remaining examples involve quaternion algebras. Before giving these we shall 
prove a needed generalization to local rings of a well-known criterion for the trivial- 
ity of quaternion algebtas over fields. We note that A = (9) is the algebra with R- 
module basis 1, i, j, ij = -ji = k, with i2 = g, j2 = b, k2 = -ab. (If 2, a, b are units of 
R, then R [Xl/(X2 - a) = S is a Galois extension of R and A is a cyclic crossed pro- 
duct of S with group Z2 and factor set b, hence A is an Azumaya R-algebra. Or it 
may be checked that A has center R and A CQ A0 admits 
as a separability idempotent.) 
2.2. Theorem. Let R be a local ring in which 2 is invertible. Let a, b be units i?z R. 
The quaternion algebra (9) is isomorphic to the matrix algebra (R)2 if and only if 
the equation ax2 + by2 = 1 has a solution in R. 
Proof. Let m be the maximal ideal of R, and assume a2 f by2 = 1. One of x and y, 
say y, is not in m. Let A and B be the following matrices: 
The map from (” b, to (R)2 sending 1 (resp. i, j, k) to 1 (resp. A, B, AB) defines an 
fp isomorphism (ck) * (R)2. 
It either a or b is a square, the equation involved has a solution. Assume that 
(“Kb) m (R)z, but that neither a nor b is a square in R. Let h : (-> + (R)2 be an 
R-algebra isomorphism and take A = h(i), B = h(j). Let S = R [Xl/(X2 i a). It is 
clear that S/mS is either a separable field extension of R/m or isomorphic to 
R/m X R/m; in any event S/mS is R/m-separable, hence S is R-separable [5, Propo- 
sition 2.14, p. 961. 
Let R [X] act on V = R @R by XU = Au. This makes V into an S-module. Since S 
is R-separable and V is R-projective, V is also S-projective. In fact, V is R-free: for 
S is semi-local [6, V.2.1, Proposition 31, and if we knew S was connected, V would 
have a well-defined rank over S and would be S-free [6,11.5.3, Theorem 21. But 
suppose S = S, X S2. Each Si is a projective, hence a free R-module of rank 1, hence 
S = R X R. Let 1~ be the projection onto the first factor. Then rr(a2 =a, contradict- 
ing the assumption that a is not a square in R. 
Now 
rankR V = rankRS . ranks V, 
hence V * S as an S-module. Then there exists u in V such that {u, Au} is a basis for 
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I? We may, by applying an inner automorphism, assume that 
0 a 
A= . I I 1 0 
Using the equations AB = -44 and B2 = b, we see that 
jpC 
-ad 
I I 9 d -C 
withad + b = c2- 
If C is a unit, let x = d/c, y = l/c. If c is not a unit, then d is not in m, hence is a 
unit. It clearly suffices to show that for a, b units in R with a + b = z2, z in m, 
ax2 + by2 = 1 has a solution (x, y) in R. But the equations 
ax+@--a)y=l, 2 +(1- z)y = 1 
have a solution because 2a - z(a + 1) is a unit in R. Then 
a(x-y)= 1 -yz, x+y=l+yz, 
hence 
a(x2 _ y+ 1 _y2,2 9 ax2+by2=L 
This completes the proof. 0 
2.3. Example. Let 
R = R [X, Y, 21/(X2 +Y2 t z2), 
and let T be R(,,Y,zj, the localization ofR at the image of (X, Y, 2) in R. It is 
known that R is a factorial domain for which B(R) + B(K) is not manic. We shall 
give an elementary proof that R is factorial which is easier than those available in
the literature (e.g. [6, VII.3, Exercise 61 or [ 14, p. 341). Then we shall re-examine 
factoriality of T in light of our previous results. 
2.5. Proposition. R [X, Y, Z] /(X2 + Y2 + Z2) is a fact&al dcwain. 
‘Proof. We shall show this using Nagata’s Lemma, which says that if M is a multipli- 
cative set generated bya family of prime lements of the domain R, and the ring 
of quotients M-lR is factorial, then so is R, (This is proved elegantly in [ 15, 
Lemma 1.71). Let R = R[x, y, a], where x2 + y2 + z2 = 0 is the defining relation. 
Let S = R[u, v] ,where u2 + v2 + 1 = 0 is the defining relation, and let ia) denote 
the multiplicative s t generated bya. There is an inclusion S+ R(,, sending u to 
X/Z, v to y/z; this induces an isomorphism S[Z] <z, + R(,, sending 2 to z. Since a 
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localization ofa 
factorial. Let Y 
(L/2 + 1). Then 
s factorial it suffices by Gauss’s lemma to show S is 
1 primes of R[U] except hose generating the ideal 
an inclusion R(U) + S,,,, by send- 
is induces an onto map 
where oes to u. sine + V2 + 1 deoes not factor in R(U)[ v], the domain of 
this map is a field, and Stx Uj . is factorial, hence S is factorial as well. 0 
2.6. Scholium. Let 
where F is an algebraiclly closed field of characteristic not 2, and let S = U, Y z). 
Then the henselization Shhas class group Z/22 by [ 11, pp. 259-60, Case I]: bsing 
this fact, we may prove that T= I?(, Y t) is factorial as follows. Let F = C. Then Sh 
is the strict henselization f T, so S h” . ’ 1s faithfully flat over T and is a noetherian, 
integrally closed omain, with B(Sh) = 0. Sh has C as its residue field. (We refer the 
reader to our discussion of the strict henselization in Section 1.) Thus we may apply 
Theorem 1.6 to get a one-one map from ker (B(7’) + B(K)} into Cl(Sh)/Cl(7’). To 
show that Cl(T) = 0, i.e. that T is factorial, it suffices to observe that A = (w) is 
an Azumaya T-algebra such that A QPT K is trivial (since -(x/z)~ - (y/~)~ = 1 in K), 
but A is not trivial since pi @T (T/(x, y, z)) = A + R is nontrivial in B(R). 
2.7. Example. LRt 
s = F[X, Y, Z]/(Z2 - ux2 - VY2), 
Fan algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2, where U, V E F[X, yl and 
U(0, 0) # Oq V(0, 0) # 0. Let R = Sfx y z)m Then Cl(Rh) = Z/22 as noted above, by 
[ 11, pp. 259-60, Case I]. We may (and one of us did in [8]) inquire whether 
B(R) + B(K) is l- 1 for such an R. Here is a criterion. 
2.8. Theorem. W&l2 R as above, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) B(R) + B(K) is not I- 1. 
(b) (sq is ww trivial ard repesen ts the sole non- trivial class in B(R ). 
(c) 1 = s2u + t2v has no solution s, t in R. 
(d) R is factorial. 
Roof. Theorem 1.6 applies here to yield that 
ker(B(R) + B(K)) --+ CI(S)/Cl(R) 
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is one-one, where Cl(S) = Z/22. Thus (a) * (d). (b) ==) (a) is obvious. (c) * (b) is 
Theorem 2.2. We prove (d) * (c). 
Suppose 1 = a2tr + p2u has a solution ar, 0. Since 
z2 =x 2 2 u t y v = a2z2u +p2z2v, 
we have 
(x+ az)(x - “xz)u = -(y + j3z)(Y - @)U. 
It is easily checked that if R is factorial, then x f cyz, being in (x, y, z) but not in 
(x, y, z)~, are prime elements. Since the same is true for y f & R cannot be Cactor- 
ial. Cl 
We remark that there are numerous cases where all of the conditions of Theorem 
2.8 are false, for example: 
(l)uorvE:F, 
(2) u = 1 + iy4, v arbitrary, 
(3) u or u is a square, 
(4) U = St& 
(9 u=f--v. 
(All but (2) follow by examining condition (c); (2) follows from (d) by noting that 
z2 - (1 - y2)2x2 = (v - x2)y2, 
and analysing the resulting factorization). We conclude with a less trivial example of 
where the conditions of Theorem 2.8 fail to hold. 
2.9. Theorem. Let 
R = C[X, Y, Z] /(Z2 - UX2 - VY2)tx y z) 
, I 
where U = rl + s,X + tl Y, V = 9 + s2X + t2 Y, with r1r2 # 0 and U not a multiple 
of Vi Then or2u + f12v = 1 has a solution in R, Hence B(R) + B(K) is L-1 and R is 
not fat torial. 
Proof. We are writing x, u, . . . for the images of X, I/, . . . in R. We first show that we 
may assume the following equation has a solution with c a constant and f, g polyno- 
mials in C [x, y] : 
(2.10) z2 t c2uv = f2u +g2v, 
Let us seek a solution of (2.10) of the form f = x + bu, g = y + dv, with b, d constants. 
Having such a solution is equivalent to finding c, b, d satisfying 
c2 = 2bx + 2dy + b2v + d2u, 
which is in turn equivalent to solving 
2b + b2s2 + d2s1 = 0 
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2d+b2t2 +d2t, =O 
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for b and d. If s1 t2 # f1s2 these equations admit a solution. If sl t2 = t2s1, then our 
hypotheses on u and v imply that mu + nv = 1 for suitable m, n in C and in this case 
a2u + f12v = 1 has a solution, so the theorem is true. 
Let c, f, g satisfy (1) and let h denote the common value of the two sides. Then 
h(O,O) # 0. Multiplying the two terms of (1) together, expanding the product and 
completing the squares yields: 
(2.11) u(cgu + fi)2 + v(cfu - gz)2 = k2. 
Now let a = (zf + c&/h. p = (cfu -- zg)/h. 0 
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